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Taking
the British
women
closer to
Venus

GB Tennis Girls acknowledges that
British women’s tennis is in a bad
way. The gap between the best Brits
and the top WTA players like Venus
is growing. There are less girls
playing full-time and the average
British ranking is on the decline.

We want every girl in Britain to have a positive
experience and for them to be encouraged to
maximise their potential. Using our collective
experience, and four years of voluntary work and
research, we have drawn up a plan of initiatives
which will help the plight of all female tennis
players. All we need now is funding to set up
these schemes. We haven’t qualified for
government or LTA funding so we are calling on
the private sector and the public to help us show
that British women aren’t just born to be bad
tennis players.
We have the formula for filling in the gaps in the
British tennis system - we just need support.
Though our Friends of scheme, any patriotic tennis
fan can become a sponsor for as little as £30. We
can turn any amount of sponsorship money into a
significant resource for one player or many players
and, of course, tailor our unique corporate benefits
to match.
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About GB Tennis Girls
Mission:

To improve
professional
women’s
tennis in
Britain by
providing a
support
system for all
players

GB Tennis Girls is a not-for-profit organisation created four
years ago by a group of professional players to improve
the current and future playing opportunities for British
girls. Co-founders Helen Crook and Victoria Davies
worked tirelessly and voluntarily to produce the website,
recruit sponsorship, create the GBTG Hub and provide an
information resource to players, parents and fans.

Core Staff
Helen Crook - director
From Basildon, Essex, Helen was an All-American athlete and Honours
graduate from the University of South Carolina. She was short listed in the last
ten for the prestigious National Collegiate Athletics Association Woman of the
Year award for her outstanding ability and achievement both on and off the
court.
She returned in 1995 and turned professional, quickly making a mark in both
singles and doubles. As a college graduate, she did not fit the criteria for LTA
support, and she competed for the next nine years on the tour by
supplementing her income with freelance journalism and other sidelines. She
and partner Victoria Davies were consistently one of the top two doubles teams
in GB throughout their careers and Helen was a regular in the British top 10.

Victoria Davies - director
One of Wales’ most prominent female players, Victoria was also an All
American in collegiate athletics and graduated with Honours from the
University of South Carolina. She and partner Crook were one of very few
British teams to qualify for the main draw at The Championships, Wimbledon
the hard way, by winning through the preliminaries at Roehampton.
Also a journeyman player, she, along with Crook established CollegeWise, a
consultancy for players wishing to gain tennis scholarships to the USA. Victoria
retired in 2001 after a career-best week at the National Championships in
Bolton where she reached the final after ousting both British hopefuls and
favourites for the title, Elena Baltacha and Anne Keothavong.

Jo Ward - communications manager
Hailing from a council estate in the northeast, Jo did not hit her first tennis ball
until the age of thirteen. Six years later she announced her arrival on the British
tennis scene by winning the Ladies National Championships, beating no. 1
Clare Wood on the way. She was picked up by the LTA and remained a
supported player throughout her career. She peaked as British no. 2 in 1998
with a ranking of 154.

Lorna Woodroffe - research & data analyst
Lorna came through the British junior ranks as an LTA supported player and
turned professional in 1992. She reached a career high of 133 in 1998 aided
by a victory over then world no. 33 Patty Schnyder in the first round of
Wimbledon.
As half of one of Great Britain’s most prolific title-winning teams and a career
high ranking of 69, Lorna represented GB in numerous events including the
2000 Sydney Olympic games.
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The Current State
2.1
Current
Situation

There are just 32 British girls with a world ranking and 4 of the top 30 actually
retired last year, leaving the true figure at just 28. We are further away than ever
from having a player in the top 100 as our highest right now is 177. To be top 10
in GB you only have to be ranked 480, which is probably an all-time low.
The LTA give support to a few players at a time who they feel have a chance of
making it. The level of funding varies and can be cut at any time. This usually
happens when the players hit 21 years of age, and often when their ranking is
around 200-400. The other players mostly pay their own expenses and, even
without a coach, it can cost up to £10,000 a year playing starter level pro
tournaments.
British tennis players are highly unlikely to peak at 18, largely due to the nature
of our schooling system, and it’s difficult for them to be able to afford to play at
the age of 16-18 without a massive sacrifice from their parents or an injection
from some other funding source.
This financial reality contributes significantly to the lack of girls playing at the top
British level and means there are too few players for young girls to aspire to.

Problem
Being ranked in the top 12 in Great Britain means nothing. As a young player
you have no clear goals to work towards and there is no clear path of
progression. Receiving the pay cheque for winning a British Tour event can
seem exciting until you start playing satellites. Even playing in Britain, one week
can cost you over £300, which you won’t make back even if you make the semifinals.
These financial restraints, as well as lack of guidance and support, result in too
few British girls playing pro tennis and contribute to the underachieving of those
who do.
Even girls who are playing and are at the top of the British game are struggling
to make a profit. The 250th highest earner in women’s tennis last year earned
just $22,913 before tax and expenses. And that’s dollars not pounds! Parents of
junior players therefore can see greater financial security for their children
working in their local supermarket and have no real avenue to allow their
children to play this very expensive game. The rewards are massive for those at
the very top of game but unless you’re a superstar you have to spend time at the
bottom and the middle of the world tennis rankings and many players don’t have
the necessary backing and encouragement to do this.
If your son is a good football player, you hope he gets picked up by a premier or
Nationwide league division team. If this doesn’t happen you then look at some of
the semi-pro teams who can offer financial assistance while he works hard to
improve. If your son’s a good tennis player you hope he becomes Tim Henman,
but you won’t have a clue how to help him get there, as neither does anyone
else. There is no middle ground. No stepping stone from County Tennis Player to
World top 10 and you have to aspire to be the latter without any benchmarks on
the way. As a result players drop out.
A survey of 25 top 250 ranked players said that they felt they only got to their
best after 4 years of playing and some said longer. You have to play tennis for a
long time before you get any real returns and most of our boys and girls just
don’t have the means or any incentives to do so.

2.2
British World
Ranking
Statistics
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GBTG Shout for Help

How we can
help given the
chance

GBTG
Initiatives and
Future Plans
The following initiatives illustrate how we
intend to fill the gaps and provide a ladder
that players can aspire to climb

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6

Friends of Campaign
Player Development Ladder
Initiative Descriptions
Initiative Community
Sample Solution
Corporate Call

3.1
Friends of GB
Tennis Girls
Campaign

British women's tennis is in its worst state in history. And this Wimbledon, once
again, the players will bear the brunt of the blame. But it's the system at fault.
We have drawn on our collective pool of experience of the British system and
professional game to devise initiatives to elevate the women's game back to the top
of the sport, where it should be. The only missing ingredient is money.
This is not about giving handouts to the players. Rather, we've identified key areas
of the national infrastructure where we're losing talented players and not keeping up
with international players, and we've tailored schemes to fit them.
We're calling on every person who wants something to shout about each
Wimbledon to play a part in aiding British tennis. For as little as £30 any tennis fan
or patriotic person can become a sponsor. We know we can bounce the British
girls back into the game; all we need is a little help from our Friends...

Friends of GB Tennis Girls - £30

Corporate Friend - Deuce - £1,000

Benefits:
Entry into the GB Tennis Girls Wimbledon ticket ballot
Entry into the draw for a lesson with a GB Tennis Girl
£30 voucher for the GBTG shop
Free day pass at any Bannatyne's Health and Fitness Centre
(value £10)
GBTG Informer newsletters
GB Tennis Girls poster set (each of our five annual posters)

•
•
•
•

Benefits:
One day for two people with corporate hosting at Wimbledon**
Two places in our annual corporate pro-am event
One advert on gbtennisgirls.com or in GBTG Informer
Entry into the GB Tennis Girls Wimbledon ticket ballot
GBTG Informer newsletters

•
•

Corporate Friend - Advantage - £1500

GB Tennis Parents - £30

Benefits:
Two days for two people with corporate hosting at Wimbledon**
Two places in our annual corporate pro-am event
One advert on gbtennisgirls.com or in GBTG Informer
Entry into the GB Tennis Girls Wimbledon ticket ballot
GBTG Informer newsletters

Benefits:
One free tennis lesson for your daughter with a GB Tennis Girl
or approved GBTG coach (min. £30 value)
Opportunity to purchase two rackets at trade price
(min. discount of £30 per racket)
Free consultation with GB Tennis Girls experts on the playing
options and opportunities for your daughter
10% discount with Collegewise Consultants for American university
scholarships and options (£29.50 value)
Entry into the GB Tennis Girls Wimbledon ticket ballot
Free day pass at any Bannatyne's Health and Fitness Centre
(£10 value)
GBTG Informer newsletters
GB Tennis Girls poster

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Club Membership - £100
Benefits:
Use of current and former top British players for a club event
(i.e. tournament, Play Tennis day, etc)
GBTG Informer newsletters
Link to your club website from gbtennisgirls.com
More benefits are currently being negotiated for clubs, please
contact us with any suggestions

•
•
•
•

** Wimbledon hosting package includes meet and greet, a tour of the
ground, programme, lunch, two centre court tickets and corporate
hosting throughout the day. Guests benefit from access to exclusive
areas of the grounds and the possibility of introduction to top players.

3.2
Player
Development
Ladder
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3.3
Initiative
Descriptions
LEGEND MENTOR
A top class mentor would be an asset to any player, but to British women striving to play the world game it is
invaluable, as we have no role models of our own. We see securing the services and input of a tennis legend as the
icing on the cake to our schemes.

This is a high profile sponsorship opportunity which needs a company or individual to offer a £100,000 pay out to
the first British woman to break into the top 100. This has never been offered before and will serve as a much
needed carrot to players and parents alike and will promote the sponsoring company in a positive light. Since a big
pay out is by no means guaranteed (look at the proposal itself for full details of what making the top 100 entails) the
relatively small running cost could result in very inexpensive publicity.
MAKE IT PAY SCHEME

PUSH UP

TOP 100 BONUS SCHEME

A business type solution which will improve the world rankings of British players. This initiative creates demand and
competition for the top 12 British ranking spots by rewarding players with tennis expenses (not cash handouts)
based on their world ranking at the end of each month. This scheme will breed independence and autonomy as it
will help players to support themselves and therefore choose their own coaches and development paths.
Most current players do not have this luxury and instead must tread the same, failed timeworn path as the
generations before them. It provides a clear and achievable goal for junior players and their parents to aspire to in
order to be guaranteed financial support. According to statistics, 10 girls in the top 250 will ensure a player in the
top 100, therefore we estimate that the scheme needs to run for five years to be completely successful.

The role of player liaison is so essential for British tennis, we suggested it after our first player meeting in 1999. The
tennis infrastructure in this country is not comprehensive and what’s there is difficult for the inexperienced to
navigate. This multi-functional role, which would be fulfiled by a former professional, would involve supporting all
national junior and senior level players both on and off the court in an advisory and caretaking capacity. The main
purpose of this role is to give every British girl a sense of belonging and a fighting chance to be the best they can
be and, most importantly, have an overall positive tennis experience.
GB TENNIS GIRLS HUB
The GB Tennis Girls Hub is a professional training environment for some of Britain's best junior and senior players.
Based at Bannatyne’s, Chafford Hundred, it is arguably the only centre of its kind in Britain. The Hub is more than
just a coaching environment, it is a fully comprehensive service. Each player has a whole team behind her and
benefits from coaching, training, sports psychology, promotion, sponsorship recruitment and career guidance.

SWEEP UP

PLAYER LIAISON

GO PRO TOURNAMENT
This is a national winner-takes-all tournament with two age group categories of U17 and U21. Each champion will
win two years of all expenses paid professional tennis and the chance of realising her dream of making it on the pro
tour. The winner’s packages also include coaching and guidance from a prominent former world no.1 player.
SATELLITE HUBS

KICKBACK SCHEMES
Kickback schemes directly address the problem of not enough hitting opportunities, which is often cited as a
problem by tennis parents and players. This scheme will improve both the quantity and quality of a player’s hitting
and provide direction and encouragement to get the most they can out of playing tennis.
ASPIRING PRO REGISTRATION
All young girls that play tennis are invited to register for free in this section. Registration entitles them to a website
profile, t-shirt, and most importantly discounted equipment to ease the financial strain of the sport.

START UP

Satellite Hubs are designed to improve the hours of quality tennis juniors have with a focus on match tactics rather
than technique. They can be tailored to virtually any budget and always use the expertise and guidance of a former
top British player. We endeavour to reach as many juniors as possible within each particular area and expect
players from these hubs to feed into our other schemes.

3.4
Initiative
Community

“Serving all British Female Players”
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3.5
Sample Solution:
Why Make it
Pay will work

This scheme tackles the British women’s tennis problem in a business like way, by
making British women’s tennis like a a football club or any business that is
struggling with its product. In football you get paid more if you make the top 11,
and in British tennis we want to make it the top 12.
The players are the manifestation of our product and they are not as good as we
want them to be. We can’t tell them to play hockey instead, or just relentlessly go
on about how bad our product is, we have to try to make our product better.
Make it Pay is not about giving handouts. It is about using motivation,
encouragement, rewards and support to take us up in the rankings.
Make it Pay
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tackles the problem from a business perspective
Creates competition for the top 12 spots in the country
Incentivizes players to aim higher
Is completely non-discriminatory
Provides goal posts for players to judge development
Acts as a stepping stone for players so they have a chance to go further
Helps attack the problem in stages

This scheme helps to show a clear path of development. Parents of national level
players will have a reason to invest in their child’s tennis knowing if they make Top
12 they’ll have support no matter who they are, where they come from, how old
they are and what they’ve said. Picking and choosing who gets funding just doesn’t
work. Make it Pay puts rewards in place so the players can fight it out for
themselves.

Projections
Right now the the no.12 ranked British player is 488 and the no.5 is 405 in the
world which is an all-time low. We predict that this scheme will result in a rise of the
number of girls ranked, the average national ranking and the number of girls inside
the top 250.
Our projections on the chart below show that within 5 years we are looking to have
10 girls inside the top 250, which means 10 girls competing in Grand Slam
qualifying events in their own right.
In fact 10 girls in the top 250 is the main goal of this scheme as all other countries who
have 10 girls within this bracket have at least one girl in the top 100.
Number of British Ranked Players

British ranking projections from implementation of
Make it Pay scheme
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3.6
Corporate Call

British tennis is like a ladder with some of its rungs missing. Sometimes the next
step can seem like a huge leap, at which our players keep failing and falling. We
are not trying to build a ladder of our own, but we do know how to fill in those
gaps.
We need money! But our business sense and commercial experience tell us that
the corporate benefits need to be commercially viable. So that’s what we made
them. We can tailor a corporate package for any company and any level of
investment, and you can guarantee the money will be used in the most effective
way and publicly accounted for.
We already have several small and larger scale corporate partners who are so
happy they increase their investment every year. But we need more. In order for us
to implement our schemes, currently getting dusty on laptop hard drives, we need
more interest and investment into the right channels in our sport.
We can do this, we just need the chance...

4

GBTG Up and Running
4.1

The GB Tennis
Girls Hub

To this point we have done a lot with very little. Aside
from the successful website we have 4 initiatives running
at this time. We hope to build momentum for them and
find the means to add the others
The GBTG Hub is based at Bannatyne’s Health and Fitness Centre in Chafford
Hundred, Thurrock. It is fully supported through the sponsorship of four
construction companies and offers the full tennis package. Comprising eight
players, the Hub provides coaching, fitness training and sports psychology, as well
as match analysis and tournament planning advice. Together with our sponsors we
are literally trying to construct a better future for Hub players and British tennis.
The Hub has been operating on a small scale since October 2002 with a handful of
players. Hub member and British no. 6 Karen Paterson is a typical example of the
success we are striving for with our players. In just 12 months, her hard work
enabled her to improve a once stagnating world ranking of 750 by over 300 spots
to her current ranking of around 400.
As Hub Manager, Victoria Davies, says:
“Karen would have been yet another unfulfilled potential had GBTG not have swept
her up and shown her the way to help herself improve.”
Victoria continues: “ We believe in helping to get
the best out of our current players in Britain
whatever their age or potential. A current player
who reaches 400 will inspire the next to reach 300,
and so on”

AIM HIGHER
ANNE KEOTHAVONG

GBTG SPONSORED PLAYER
RANK: 1
KAREN PATERSON

HUB MEMBER
TOP 10

The Hub coaches are former players Sara Hancock
and Andrew Foster. They work closely together to
ensure each player receives consistent information
and individual attention. Sara and Andrew are
supported by sports psychologist, Sion Thomas
and fitness trainer, Paul Gold.

SANDRA CANROM

HUB MEMBER
UNRANKED

THE HUB IS A POSITIVE TRAINING ENVIRONMENT TO HELP
YOU AIM HIGHER. ALL PLAYERS ARE SPONSORED, SO PLACES
ARE LIMITED. FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT ‘THE HUB’ ON
OUR WEBSITE AND REGISTER YOUR INTEREST NOW!

HUB powered by

www.gbtennisgirls.com

The Hub is a positive and professional training
environment run by a team of dedicated staff with a
passion to improve British tennis. The coaches and
players are also uniquely supported by the
guidance and experience of top ex-players, such
as Lorna Woodroffe and Jo Ward, who are working
within the main organisation.

Although we have limited spots for full time Hub members, the Hub welcomes all
Aspiring Pros to join in and receive general advice.

The Hub is powered by
SIMONS
WITHEY
INTERSERVE
TOLENT

Current Hub Players:
Seniors
Karen Paterson
Anna Hawkins
Melissa Berry

Juniors
Sophia Marks
Holly Richards
Carla Bell
Amy Robinson
Sandra Canrom

4.4
Website

4.5
Aspiring Pro
Registration

4.6
Just Play

Our website is almost as old as our organisation and has proved a vital
resource for fans, parents and players since day one. It has been difficult
to maintain the site from the far corners of the globe whilst at tournaments
and with no full time staff, but the positive feedback from our 4000+ users
has made it all worth it.

Every girl in any club in the country, regardless of standard, can register as
an Aspiring Pro and join the growing the GB Tennis Girls family. As you
can see from our player development ladder (3.2), there are many career
options for decent standard players besides playing professionally. And the
more girls we can encourage to start and continue playing the game, the
higher we will push our national standard. Registration entitles all players
to special price saving benefits and freebies.

Just Play embodies the ethos of our organisation. With our meagre
resources we are unable to help everyone as much as we would like. One
way to ensure every player receives some tangible benefits from us is
through negotiated deals and discounts on their behalf. Slightly lowering
the high costs of playing might keep some players in the game and more
players leads to better players.

Promotion
Fundraising

Satellite Hubs

Our pilot satellite Hub was started in Brighton last year with former British
no.1 Julie Pullin at the helm. Up to 15 girls are directly benefiting from
Julie’s experienced advice, and the scheme has proved so successful
parents nationwide are calling for more. Also up and running is a smaller
version in Essex where three under 11 girls are now being guided by Lorna
Woodroffe. Satellite Hubs can be run for as little as £500 per year in
almost any part of the country.

Management

4.3

Support

Adopt-a-Player

Even without a concerted marketing effort, the Adopt-a-Player scheme
has created £13,750 in personal sponsorship packages since its
inception. Players who have benefited range from 7 to 27 years old, and
the figures involved fall between £200 and £3,000 per year. With our
determination to help relieve the financial burdens and obstacles of
playing, and our ability to channel any small amounts to definite areas of
need, we are confident this scheme will play a vital role in years to come.

Sponsorship
recruitment

4.2
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What People Say
5.1

What Our
Critics Say (and
other British
tennis myths)

To save you time wading through the negative comments from
certain quarters, we thought we’d provide you with some of
the most common and inaccurate statements about our
organisation and British tennis. Bet we can tell you who you’ll
hear them from too…
“There’s no point in funding mediocrity. We should only support those
who can achieve excellence.”
“We need to adopt a more ‘Pop Idol’ culture. When a player doesn’t
have a hope in Hell we should tell her instead of selling her false
dreams.”
“Statistics of the top 100 show that female players are getting on the
world ranking computer by the age of 14 and in the top 100 by 19.
Those kind of stats show what a waste of money it is funding players
in their twenties at 400 in the world.
“What difference will it make to British tennis if player X gets to 250
in the rankings instead of 350? The money would be better spent on
players who can actually get somewhere.”

GBTG response
1) No one in Great Britain has the credentials or success to play God and categorically decide what is
excellent and who can and can’t achieve it, though some coaches think they do.
2) Mediocre is a rung on the ladder towards excellence. There are very few British players, current or
historical, who have reached their potential so who knows how close to excellence the potential of some of
those players may be. Until the system facilitates maximising potential, no one has the right to discourage
someone from trying.
3) A culture in which every player reaches her potential can never be deemed negative. The more players
working hard and striving for the top the better for the system. As they say, if we widen the base…

“GB Tennis Girls represents the agenda of a few bitter failed players.”
GBTG response
1) L.O.L
2) The agenda of GB Tennis Girls is to improve both the standard and the culture of British women’s tennis.
3) GB Tennis Girls has brought tens of thousands of pounds into the game, all of which has been used to
fund and support current British senior and junior players.
4) Until this year, everything GB Tennis Girls has done has been through voluntary work whilst we’ve played
professionally and supplemented our incomes in other ways. (How many of our critics would work without
payment for the love of the sport?)
5) The failure of the current system is a fact and not an opinion held solely by members of our organisation.
We are just the figureheads for opinions held by the overwhelming majority of people involved.

.”

5.1
Continued

“British tennis players are historically spoiled and are not failing
through lack of funding. They need to learn self-responsibility.”

GBTG response
1) To some extent this is true. There are some players who have had millions spent on them. However, the
LTA filtering process is very narrow and instead of partially funding many players, the system has given
everything to the few.
2) Every funded player in the past has failed. The money has obviously not been spent in the right way or
some of those players would have succeeded. We are trying to raise money to spend in the right way
supporting a wide base of players.
3) We believe that the most effective way of improving British women’s tennis is to give playing opportunities
to as many girls as possible to widen the base of the pyramid.
4) The vast majority of the support we provide is not financial. We direct players to take responsibility and
provide two rare commodities in British tennis, advice and encouragement.

“GB Tennis Girls as an organisation only wants non-LTA funded
members to do well”
GBTG response
1) Whoever believes this, is judging us by their own standards. Selfless rather than selfish describes the
motives of all the people involved with us.
2) Our goal as an organisation is to raise the standards by encouraging every British player be the best they
can be. Aside from the Hub, all our schemes are designed to benefit all players.
3) We believe the divide between funded and non-funded players is not created by the players, but it is a big
stumbling block for the productivity of British tennis. It affects the playing environment and tournament
scene significantly.

“British players are from comfortable backgrounds and just
aren’t hungry enough. We need to get kids from the inner cities
to find a British Wimbledon champion”
GBTG response
1) A comfortable background didn’t do Tim Henman any harm.
2) It’s a fallacy that most top players come from deprived backgrounds, and the ones that do have almost
certainly always been sponsored and well managed by companies who are looking for a return on their
investment or are accompanied by a devoted parent.
3) Rich and poor British players have failed in this country for decades.
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"I would never have made it under that system. They're just trying to do it one way.
You just have to have the right kind of player and not coach them in only one way."
Martina Navratilova, tennis legend and former world no. 1, speaking out on the LTA

“British Tennis should have a fund of money available to squads outside of LTA
performance programs. Rather like the Olympics, groups should bid for the funding
and only get it renewed if targets are met.”
Helen Crook, current British doubles no.1

“The LTA should not try to produce players, they should get out of performance.”
Alan Jones, LTA National coach and coach of Jo Durie, former world no. 5

"It makes no sense. They've been getting a whole bunch of money every year for a
long time now, and it's produced nothing really."
Martina Navratilova, tennis legend and former world no. 1, speaking out on the LTA

“In all honesty, if you have neither the financial support, nor a highly committed
parent, becoming anything more than a club player in Britain requires a miracle.”
Sam Smith, former British no. 1 and world no. 56

“Somehow we have to stop those who have ability falling through the gaps and out
of the game.”
Sam Smith, former British no. 1 and world no. 56

“As a junior I was told by then LTA Director of Performance that I was never going
to be good enough. I might not have been Wimbledon Champion but without the
likes of me British tennis would have been in a lot worse state along time ago.
Think how many talented young girls we have lost from comments like that.”
Lorna Woodroffe, former British no. 2 in singles and no. 1 in doubles

"How long has it taken Skoda to throw off the image of being an unreliable rustbucket? Skoda changed a long time ago, but it took ages for the public perception
to change. We suffer from the same problem."
LTA CEO John Crowther

“British tennis is not a public perception problem. The fact is that we have not
produced much more than the tennis equivalent of unreliable rust buckets for
decades. If we want to change our image, like Skoda, we have to start making a
better product.”
Jo Ward, former British no. 2

“I asked myself if I was the failed product of a system or the product of a failed
system. Law of averages states that it’s the system that’s failing. Every British
failure cannot have instigated her own demise.”
Jo Ward, former British no. 2

“If football adopted the current British tennis system, there would be very little in
between a Sunday afternoon kick around and the Premiership. We need to give
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young players a ladder if we want them to climb it.”
Victoria Davies, former British no. 1 in doubles, on why establishing a clear progression
is essential for British tennis

When I was under 14, my coaches would have loved to have a former British no.1
for me to hit with, receive guidance from and aspire to. I can see my girls
bypassing pitfalls I fell in. Satellite Hubs work - we need more of them.”
Julie Pullin, former British no. 1 singles and doubles and GBTG Satellite Hub coach

“It’s good that GBTG encourages girls to play as tennis is a great sport for girls.
Even if you can’t make it to Wimbledon, players of all levels can gain scholarships
to American universities and enjoy a lucrative coaching career which probably isn’t
so easy in other sports.”
Karen Cross, former British no. 2, now coaching at the Roehampton Club

“Before I joined the Hub, I had stagnated between 800 and 1000 in the rankings
for 3 years and the British system had nothing to offer me. In a year with the Hub
I improved my ranking over 300 places and for the first time I feel I have a future
in tennis.”
Karen Paterson, current British no. 6

“As an objective British tennis observer, it strikes me that there are too many
people too eager to jump on the negativity train, but too few willing to step forward
with solutions. GB Tennis Girls are, and that’s why I work so hard to support them.”
Mike Maslen, of Maslen Brennan Henshaw, who has brought over a quarter of a million
pounds of sponsorship into the game

“The LTA do some things outside of performance very well which are often
overlooked, but regardless of who they choose to select, I think they should make
more effort to provide a welcoming environment (something they insist clubs do as
part of the club vision strategy) in the professional game and rejoice in any British
victory. Many players still feel a “them and us” situation which just isn’t conducive
to a healthy environment.”
Helen Crook, current British doubles no.1

I love the Make it Pay scheme idea as I know if I can financially assist my daughter
to the top 12 in GB she’ll be guaranteed some funding and, more importantly, she’ll
feel like she’s earned it.
Greg Marks, tennis parent
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Make friends on the net

BECOME A “FRIEND OF GB TENNIS GIRLS”
OK, so we all know friends can let you down on occasions. We won’t. Companies, tennis clubs,
parents, coaches, players and everyone else get great benefits for coming on board to help us
make a better future for all female players. We’ve identified essential initiatives which will help
bounce the British girls back to the top of the game. So come on, befriend us!

www.gbtennisgirls.com
Tel: 0870-0201639 email: info@gbtennisgirls.com

